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Software Alliance Limited (“SAL”), the developers of the award-winning Mo.net
financial modelling platform, today announces the release of Mo.net 7.2. The release
includes a range of new features, minor enhancements and improvements primarily
focused on:
-

-

extending the seamless integration & governance features of the platform,
with the added flexibility of being able to analyse or debug live service
requests
refining & standardising the overall user experience / look & feel of the user
interface, and
further enhancing development and operational performance

“we are very pleased to provide our clients with the next evolution of Mo.net. 7.2
delivers addition features that further supports our vision to offer a single financial
modelling platform for each stage of the insurance business lifecycle” stated Laura
Edwards, the Director of Business Development for Software Alliance.
If you are looking for a solution to the next generation of end-to-end Insurance
Modelling then consider Mo.net and Software Alliance.
Want to learn more about Mo.net? Schedule a product trial and demo today
https://www.softwarealliance.net/Resources/ProductTrials and we will be in touch.
Discover the Future of Financial Modelling Today.

About Software Alliance
Software Alliance Limited ("SAL") is a UK-based specialist software house, formed in
2006 to develop financial modelling software and services for the insurance industry.
Our innovative solutions offer unsurpassed levels of simplicity, transparency, and
productivity. Our industry experience and understanding of specific customer needs,
coupled with our investments in leading-edge technology, have made us market
leaders, ready to provide the next generation of modelling capability to our
customers.
Over the last decade our primary product offering, Mo.net, has evolved significantly
and is now relied upon by clients around the globe to provide mission-critical financial
modelling, analysis and decision support.
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